Photography Exhibit Score Card

Composition
40
1. Pleasing arrangement
2. Good subject placement
3. Center of interest
4. Camera angle
5. Simplicity
6. Lighting
7. Framing
8. Background

Story Telling Ability
30
1. Tells story at a glance
2. Shows or suggests action
3. Reflects a mood
4. Has human interest appeal
5. Looks “natural”

Photographic Quality
25
1. Sharp focus
2. Lack of camera motion
3. Lack of distortion
4. Good contrast
5. Proper lighting

Developing and Printing
5
1. Good tone
2. Proper contrast
3. Artistic cropping
4. Neatly mounted and captioned

Judges Comments:

Final Placing:       Grand Champion
Reserve Champion
Purple        Blue        Red        White
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